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ABSTRACT 
In a previous article it was shown that the semisimple algebra of class functions of 
a finite group gives rise to a family of matrices that enjoys many of the properties of 
circulant matrices. Varying the groups yields different families (circulants, block 
circulants of all levels, and others), whose properties are simple consequences of 
character theory. In this article we observe that many more such families can be 
constructed by a slight modification of the method used in the first paper. The new 
set of families includes all the families obtained in the first paper, the families of 
skew-circulants, {k }-circulants, retrocirculants, some g-circulants, and many others. 
Known properties of these specific families are special cases of the properties of the 
general families constructed, many of which are themselves corollaries of simple facts 
about the regular representation of semisimple commutative algebras. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a finite-dimensional semisimple commutative algebra over the 
complex number field 4: (FDSSC algebra, for short). To each pair of bases 
(2, A) of A we assign a family of matrices, M(A;E,A), by regularly 
representing A with respect to Z and A (see Section I for the precise 
definition). We write M( A; Z, Z) = M( A; Z). 
Let G be a finite group, and cf(G) the set of all complex class functions 
of G. Then cf(G) is a finite-dimensional semisimple commutative C-algebra 
with a natural inner product: [+,g] =(l/]G])C,,&(3c)~(x) for all +,q E 
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cf(G). For each pair of bases (2, A) of cf(G) we set M(G; 8, A)= 
M(cf(G);Z, A) and M(G;C,C) = M(G;X). Each matrix of M(G;Z,A) 
[respectively, M(G; Z)] is called a (G; Z, A)-circulant [respectively, (G; Z> 
circulant 1. 
In [l] the algebra M(G) = M(G;Irr(G)) was studied, where In(G) is 
the orthonormal basis of cf(G) consisting of all irreducible characters of G. It 
was shown that circulants and block circulants with circulant blocks of all 
levels (see [2, p. 1881 for definition) and other families are M(G)‘s for 
different choices of G ‘s and that their properties are consequences of those of 
M(G) for a general G (see the introduction of [l] for a brief description of 
these properties). 
In the present article we observe that replacing Irr(G) by other choices of 
pairs of bases (Z, A) of cf(G), many more circulant-like families can be 
constructed. In fact skew-circulants, {k }-circulants (see [2, p. 83-85]), and 
other families are all M(G; 2)‘s for various I: ‘s, and retrocirculants, g- 
circular&s of order n with (n, g) = 1 (see [2, p. 155-156]), and other families 
are all M(G; X, A)‘s for various pairs (Z, A) and a cyclic G. A survey of such 
examples and others is given in Section II. The notation, notions, and basic 
properties of (G; Z, A)-circulants are presented in Section I, and those on 
block (G; Z, A)-circulants in Section III. (Some of the results of Section III 
follow from the corresponding ones in [l, Section 21, by changing of bases). 
Most of these properties are consequences of those of M(A; Z) and 
M(A; 2, A), where A is an FDSSC algebra with bases Z and A. In fact 
M(A; 2) [and in particular M(G; IX)] enjoys many [all for M(G; 2) if 2 is 
orthononnal] of the properties of M(G). Sections I and III are straightfor- 
ward generalizations of [l] and look very much like [l]. The benefit of the 
generalization is the large number of new families of matrices it provides. In 
the example section (II) we indicate how properties of the examples (many of 
them can be found in [2]) follow as special cases from the basic observations 
of Sections I and III. 
I. NOTATION AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
Our basic notation and notions of matrix theory are taken from [2], and 
those of group theory from [3]. 
Let A be a semisimple commutative algebra of dimension k over C, and 
let (&A) be a pair of bases of A. Let Z= (a,,~, ,..., uk} and A= 
{a,, 82, * * *, S,}. For each a E A define a k X k matrix M(a; 2, A) 
= ( mii( a; Z, A)) by au, = X~_imij(a; Z, A)aj for i, j = 1,2,. . . , k. Note that 
if A is orthonormal with respect to an inner product [ , ] : A + C, then 
m,,(a; Z, A) = [au,, Sj] for all i, j = 1,2,. .., k. In fact, if we define for all 
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a E A the linear transformation T, : A + A by T,(b) = ab for all b E A, then 
the matrix of I’, with respect to the pair (Z, A) is [ M(a; 2, A)] ‘. Clearly, 
{ T,la E A } is a C-algebra isomorphic to A, the map a + T, being an algebra 
isomorphism. We set M(A; Z, A) = {M(a; Z, A)(u E A} and write 
M( a; 2) = M( a; Z, Z), M( A; 2) = M( A; Z, X). 
The k3 numbers ui jl which are defined by aisj = Zt;= iuijrsr will be called 
the (Z, A)-constants of A. 
By [4, p. 131 there is a basis b= {~~,~a,...,~~} of A such that each q is 
a common eigenvector for all T,, u E A. Denote by u(l), a(2), . . . , u(k) the 
eigenvahres of T,, u E A, ordered so that a~, = a(i)r, for all a E A and 
i =1,2,..., k. In particular eicj = ei(j)rj = ej(i)ei, which implies that eiej = 0 
and ci(j) = 0 for i # j. As cf = ci(i)ei # 0 (A is semisimple) we may replace 
~iwithanotheronesuchthat~~=~i.Th~,Ahasabasise={r,,c,,...,~k} 
satisfying the following three conditions: (1) uci = a(i)r, for all a E A and 
i= 1,2,..., k; (2) eiej = 0 for i # j; (3) E& = ci for i = 1,2,. . . , k. Any such 
basis will be called a standard basis. Fix a standard basis 8 = { ei, ~a,. . . , ck} 
of A, and let Z = { ui, ua,. . . , a,.} be any other basis. Define the matrix 
X(A;E)=(xij(A;X)) by ai=C:=,xij(A;Z)~j for all i=l,2,...,k. So 
[X(A; Z)]’ is the transition matrix from 8 to Z. 
REMARKS. 
(i) It is well known that a semisimple commutative algebra of finite 
dimension r, over an algebraicaIly closed field K is isomorphic to a direct 
sum of r copies of K. Thus every FDSSC algebra is determined up to 
isomorphism by its dimension. Our emphasis here lies in the different 
appearances of the representing matrices as we vary the bases. This will yield 
different circulant-like families of matrices. See the remark on the noncom- 
mutative case at the end of this section. 
(ii) The ci’s mentioned above are, in fact, just the primitive orthogonal 
idempotents of A (they are automatically central here). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A be a commutative semisimple C-algebra of 
dimension k, 8 a fixed standard basis, and I: and A two other buses. Let P t 
be the transition matrix j%m A to 8. Then: 
(a) Set X=X(A;E). Then X-‘M(u;Z)X=diag(u(l),u(2),...,u(k)) 
for all a E A. 
(b) M(u; Z, A) = M(u; Z)P for all u E A. 
(c) M(u; Z) = PM(u; A)P-’ for all a E A. 
(d) X(A; Z) = PX(A; A). 
(e) The map a + M( a; Z) is an algebra ismhism j?om A to M( A; Z). 
The set {M(u;B)(uEZ} is a basis of M(A; Z). Furthermore, if M = 
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c ~ E za DM(a; Z) is an arbitrary matrix of M( A; Z), then the eigenvalues of 
M are C oEzaOa(i), i = 1,2 ,..., k. 
Proof. Let a E A. As & is standard, we have that M(a; 8) = 
diag(a(l),a(2),..., a(k)). Now, [M(a; &)I’, [M(a; VI”, [M(a; A)]‘, ad 
[M(a; Z, A)]’ are representing matrices of T, relative to the bases &‘,I, A, 
(Z, A) respectively. Thus, [M(a; Z)]’ = (X”)I’[M(a; 8)]“Xt = 
(Pf)-‘[M(a; A)]‘P’, [M(a; Z, A)]” = P’[M(a; Z)]‘, and [X(A; 2)]” = 
[X(A; A)] ‘P’, from which (a), (b), (c), and (d) follow. The map a -+ M(a; Z) 
is the composition of three algebra isomorphisms: 
A$ {T,laEA} 2 M(A;Z) , 
I 
where fi is the regular representation of A, &.(T,) = [ M(a; Z)] t is the matrix 
representation of T, relative to Z, and f3( M ‘) = M. Note that as { M ‘1 M E 
M( A; Z)} is commutative, f3 is multiplicative. The rest of the lemma follows 
from this and part (a). H 
REMARK. The map a + M(a; Z, A) is a vector-space isomorphism from 
A onto M( A; Z, A). 
Let G be a finite group. Denote the conjugacy classes of G by 
C,, c,, * * * 3 C,. Foreach i = I,2 ,..., k, let ci E cf(G) be defined by ci(Cj) = a,,. 
Then b= {E~,E~,..., ek} is a standard basis for cf(G). Clearly (pci = +(Ci)ci 
for all (p E cf(G) Fere +(C,) = (p( ) i is the value of $3 on C,]. It follows 
that if Z={a,,u2,...,uk} is any basis of cf(G), then X(G; 8) = 
X(cf(G);Z)=(ai(Cj)). Th is matrix, X(G; Z), is called the Z-table of G. 
The character table of G is in fact X( G; Irr( G)). Recall that elements of 
M(G; Z) = M(cf(G); Z) are called (G, Z)-circulants and those of M(G; 8, A) 
= M(cf(G); Z, A) are called (G; Z, A)-circulants. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a finite group, C,, C,,. . . , C, its conjugacy 
clu.~~, Z and A two bases of cf(G), and P t the transition matrix j%nn A to 
Z. Then M(G; Z) is a commutative C-algebra isomorphic to cf(G) via the 
algebra isomorphism + + M(+; Z). Moreover: 
(a) Set X = X(G; Z). Then X = PX(G; A) and X-‘M(+; 2)X = 
~ag(~(Cl)~44C,)~...~ @(Cd) for all + E CYG). 
(b) M(1,; 2) is the identity matrix, M($J; Z) = PM($; A)P-‘, and 
M(+; Z, A) = M(+; Z)P = PM(+; A) for all r$ E cf(G). 
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(c) { M(o; Z)la E Z} is a basis of M(G; 2); the eigenvalues of the arbitrary 
(G, Z)-circuZunt C ,,sZaaM(a; 2) are C,,,a,u(C,), i = 1,2 ,..., k. 
(d) Zf 2 is ortho- I, then: 
(1) M(& 2) =(M(+; Z))* for all + E cf(G), and M(G; Z) is closed 
under the *weration and under M-P inversion. In particular each 
(G; Z)-circuZunt i.s normul. 
(2) Zf [uiuj, uk] is real for all q, aj, uk E 2, then M(G, 2) is closed under 
transposition. 
(3) Let X = X(G; Z), D = (l/IGl)diag(lC,I, IC,l,. . . , IC,l), and V = 
XD(XD)*. Then XDX* = I, and the map (p + M(+; 2) is an isome- 
ty relative to the usual inner product in cf(G) and the inner product 
[A, B] = tr(AVB*) in M(G; 2). 
Proof. Proposition 1.1 implies all parts except (d). So assume that Z is 
orthonormal. Let r be some fixed ordering of Irr(G), and Q’ the transition 
matrix from r to Z. As both l? and Z are orthonormal, Q is unitary. Let 
Y = Y(G; I’), the character table of G. By [l, Theorem 1.4(c)] YDY* = I, and 
by part (a) X = QY. Hence, XDX* = QYDY*Q* = QQ* = 1. The proof of the 
rest of (d) is exactly like the proof of the corresponding parts of [l] (i.e., 
Proposition 1.2(b); Corollary 1.3(a), (c), and Theorem 1.4(f) of [l]). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A, k, 8, 2, A, P”, and X = X(A; 2) be as in 
Proposition 1.1 (respectively: let G, k, E, A, P’, and X = X(G; Z) be as in 
Corollay 1.2). Let M be a complex k X k matrix. Then: 
I. The follinving are equivalent: 
(a) M E M( A; Z) (respectively: M is a (G; Z)-circulant ); 
(b) M commutes with M(a; 2) fm all u E 2; 
(c) M = XDX-’ for some diagonal complex matrix D; 
(d) M = PCP-’ for some C E M(A; A) (respectively: for some (G; A)- 
circuZant C); 
(e) M is a polynomial in each M(a; Z) that has k distinct eigenvalues 
(respectively: M is a polynomial in M($; 2) for every I+ E cf(G) 
that has k distinct values on G). 
II. The following are equivalent: 
(a) M E M(A; 2, A) (respectively: M is a (G; 2, A)-circuZant); 
(b) M = PN for some NE M(A; A) (mspectively: for some (G; A)- 
circulant N ); 
(c) M = PYDY-’ for some diagonal complex matrix D and Y = X(A; A) 
(respectively: Y = X(G; A)); 
(d) PM(S; A)P-‘.M = M.M(& A) for all 6 E A. 
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Proof. Only the statements on A need proof. 
I: (a) e (d) follows from Proposition 1.1(c). Both M(A; x) and M’= 
{ XDX- ‘ID is a diagonal k X k complex matrix} are subspaces of dimension 
k. By Proposition 1.1(a) we have that M(A; 2) c M’, so M(A; 2) = M’ and 
(a) = (c) follows. Since M(A; 2) is a commutative algebra, we have that 
(e) 2 (a) 3 (b). We need to show that (b) * (e). Assuming (b), we know that 
M commutes with all members of M( A; Z); in particular it commutes with 
each M(a; Z) with k distinct eigenvalues. Such M(a; 2) is nonderogatory, so 
that Theorem 6.A.2 on p. 232 of [2] implies (e). 
II: (a) * (b) is a consequence of Proposition 1.1(b), (c), and (b) e (c) 
follows from I. Now (b) is equivalent to P-‘M E M(A; A), which is equiv- 
alent (by I) to P-‘Me M(S; A) = M(6; A). P-lM for all 6 E A, which is (d). n 
REMARK. Keeping the above notation and assuming that Z is orthonor- 
mal, the M-P inverse of the (G;Z)-circulant X.diag(a,,a,,...,a,).X-’ is 
X.diag(ar+,a, ,..., uL).X-‘, where 
(y+= 
i 
0 if o=O, 
I/a if a#O. 
This follows as in Corollary 1.6 of [l]. The other parts of Corollary 1.6 of [l], 
as well as Corollary 1.7 of [l], can be generalized straightforwardly to 
(G; Z)-circulants. 
REMARK (On noncommutative semisimple algebras). Structure theory 
(the Wedderbum-Artin-Burnside theory) for finite-dimensional semisimple 
(not necessarily commutative) algebras A over an algebraically closed field K 
is known. In fact, such an A is isomorphic to a direct sum of r complete 
matrix algebras over K, where r is the dimension of the center of A over K. 
Also, r is the number of inequivalent irreducible representation of A over K. 
See [S, Chapter V]. In this context, the fact that representing matrices of 
finite period can be diagonalized is cited there as an application of Mascke’s 
theorem (see p. 20 of [3]). 
II. SPECIAL CASES-EXAMPLES 
If G is a finite group with a known character table M, then much 
information on (G; Qcirculants (e.g., eigenvalues, eigenvectors, etc.) can be 
read from M and some transition matrix. For this reason, in all but one of the 
following examples of M(A; 2) the algebra A will be cf(G). 
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(a) Circulants, Skew-Cimdunts, { k }-Circulunts, and Others 
Let G = C,, = (u) be a cyclic group of order n with a generator u. Let 
x j E Irr(G) be defined by xj(u) = ,j, 0 & j Q n - 1, where w = eeni/“. Let 
A be the following ordering of Irr(G): A = {x0, xi, x2,..., x,-i}. Clearly, 
x0 = I,, x; =x0, xi = xi for i = O,l,..., n - 1. Next, fix a nonzero complex 
number c, set c” = k, and let ui = cixi for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. Then Z = 
{ oo, oi, us, * - * 3 a,_ 1 } is a basis of cf(G), and 
Oi+j if i+j<n, 
kui+j_, if i+ j>n. 
Let + E cf(G) be written relative to Z: +J = C;$.uj, where cj E C. Then 
+ui = E~;,$j(ujui), and so the (i,(i + j) (modn))th entry of M(+; Z) is ci 
if i + j < n and is kc, if i + j > n. Consequently, 
CO Cl c2 c3 ..* C”_l 
kc,_r co cl ~2 -*- Cn-2 
kc,,_2 kc,_, co ~1 0.. cn-3 
kc,,_3 kc,,_, kc,,_, co ea. ~-4 
(*) 
It follows that M(G; 2) is the family of all matrices of the form (*). In 
particular: M(G; 2) is the set of all circulants if k = c = 1; M(G; 2) is the set 
of all skew-circulants if k = - 1 and c = eni/“; M(G; Z) is the set of all 
{ k}-circulants if k = eia and c = ein/” (see [2, pp. 66, 83-841 for definitions). 
We note that in the above mentioned three special cases (as well as whenever 
]c] = 1) the basis I: is orthonormal. 
Note that 
i%f(uo;~)=z, and M(U,;):)=Q= 
(ldDi ‘a-‘)> 
where I, is an identity matrix of order s. Also M(ui; 2) = (M(u,; Z))i = (?jk)’ 
for i=O,l,..., n - 1. Hence, an n X n matrix commutes with all matrices in 
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{ M(a; Z)]a E Z} if and only if it commutes with qk. Moreover, as $ = 
C~:akiui = C~&rcia~, we get that circk(cO, cl, cs,. . . , c,_~) = Z~$C~(Q)~. 
Next, let Ci={ui>, i=0,1,2,...,n-1, be the conjugacy classes of G. 
Then X(G; A) = (W”)i,j-a,r ,,,,, n-1 =fiF,* = j&F* (see [2, p. 321 for the 
definition of F*). The transition matrix from A to X is P = P’ = 
diag(l,c,c2, c3 ,..., c”-r), and by Corollary 1.2(a) X = X(G; Z) =\I;tPF* 
= fi(&$j) 
i, j-O,1 ,..., n-l’ Note that if ]c] = 1, then P* = P-i. Finally, by 
Corollary 1.2(c) the eigenvahres of circ,(c,, cr, c2,. . . , c,,_~) = M(+; C) (where 
$J = C~,-,‘ciui) are C;&q(uj) = CyLarci(cwj)i, j = 0,1,2,. . . , n - 1. These 
observations show that the following results from [2] are special cases of the 
results of our Section I: AU results of pp. 66, 67, 68, 72, 73; Theorem 3.2.4; 
Problems 9, 10 of p. 70; Problems 18, 19 of p. 81; all results of pp. 83, 84, 85, 
including, of course, all the problems; Theorem 3.3.1 and its corollary; 
Results 3.4.10 and 3.4.21; the corollaries of pp. 102 and 103; and others. 
Replacing the above I: with other bases of cf(G) (preferably orthonor- 
mals) yield many other circulant-like families of matrices. For example, one 
can multiply each of the Xi’s by a root of unity at will, to get an orthonormal 
Z and a new family. 
(II) Retrocirculants, some g-Circulunts, and Others 
Let G = C,,, A,xi be as in Section II(a). For every base r = 
{Yo,Y1,***, Y,_~} of cf(G) and every permutation r on 0,1,2,...,n-1, let 
r(r)= {Y&Y;,.*., yL_,} where y:=~~(~) for all i=0,1,2,...,n-1. Then 
r(P) is a basis of cf(G). The transition matrix from I? to r(r) is (Q7)‘, where 
Q7 is the permutation matrix associated with 7. By Corollary 1.2(b), 
r =?s= i 
0 1 2 3 *a* n-l 
0 ’ g 2g 3g . . . (n-lk i 
where products are module n and g an integer with (n, g) = 1, then 
M(G;~g(A),A)isthesetofallgcirculantsandQ,=Qg=gcirc(l,0,0,...,0) 
(see [2, pp. 155, 1611 for definitions). Also, if 
i 
0 1 2 3 . , . n-1 
7=7-l= () n_l n-2 n-3 ’ . . . 1 i 
then M(G; r_ i(A), A) is the set of all retrocirculants and Q, = Q_ i = r of 
p. 28 of [2] (see also p. 156 of [2]). Note that in these two special cases, 
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M(G; A) is the set of alI n X n circulants and so M(G; r(A), A) = { Q’.C]C is 
a circuknt}. Let s be as on p. 27 of [2]; then T = M(xi; A) [or q, for 
k = u = 1 in Section II(a)], and ~g = M(xf; A) commutes with a matrix M if 
and only if each matrix of { M(x; A)]x E A} commutes with M. Also, it can 
be seen (by considering the corresponding permutations) that Q; ng -(Q,)) l 
= T for g = - 1 or g with (g,n) = 1. Now, Theorem 51.1, Theorem 5.1.7, 
and its coroharies of [2] follow from our Proposition 1.3 [when g = - 1 or 
(g, n) = l] as special cases. Some other results of Chapter 5.1 of [2] are 
special cases of general results on (G; r(P), P)-circulants with an orthonor- 
mal P; for example, Theorem 5.1.5 of [2] and its corollary are valid for such 
(G; T( I’), I’)circulants. 
(c) A Nonabelian example and a dij@wnt algebra 
Let G = S,, the symmetric group on 3 letters. Let A = {xi, xs, x3} be as 
in Example 3 of [2, Section III]. Then (by Example 3 of [2]) M(G; A) is the 
set of ah matrices of the form 
ab c 
b a c , 
c c a+b+c 1 
and 
X(G;A)=[i -; _;I. 
Set I= {yi,ys,ys}, where yr=xi, ya= -xs, ys= ixs. The transition 
matrix from A to I’ is P = P’ = diag(1, - 1, i), and so 
-b - ic 
M(G;I’)= :b a ic 
ic - ic a+b+c 
b c 
= i a 
-c c a-bCic 
b C 




Another FDSSC algebra, A, associated with a finite group G is the 
center of the group algebra G. A natural basis of A, Z, consists of the class 
sums of G. For G = S,, for example, M(A; Z) (with a proper ordering of the 
class sums) is the set of all matrices of the form 
Sub 
b 
a +2c 3’b , 
2c 2b a+c 1 
and 
X(A;P)=[i -;3 ;I] 
diagonahzes each matrix of M( A; 2). 
Families of matrices as in this example can be constructed from every 
finite group with a known character table. 
(d) Direct products 
The following fact from the next section can be used to construct new 
circulant-like families from old ones: Let H and K be two finite groups, and 
Xi, Z, bases for cf(H) and cf(K) respectively. Then, there exists a basis Z of 
cf(H X K) for which M(H X K; 2) is the set of all block (H; Z,)-circulants in 
which the blocks are (K; Z,)-circulants. Also, X(H X K; 2) = X( H; 2,) @ 
X(K; Z,), where 8 is the Kronecker product. See the next section for the 
precise statement. 
In Example 2 of [l, Section III] this fact is used to show how block 
circulants with circulant blocks of arbitrary level arise from abelian groups. 
We give another example here. 
Let G, = C, and Z be as in Section II(a) with respect to k, c E C with 
c4 = k and lkl = 1. Let G, = G, = S, and I’, A be as in Section II(c). Finally, 
let G, = C,, with A as in Section II(a). Let G = G, x G, x G, x G,. Then for 
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some Z’, M(G; 2’) is the algebra of all block matrices of the form 
A0 A, A2 A3 
u3 A0 A, A2 I I fi2 u3 A0 A, ’ % k-A2 M3 A0 
where each Ai, i = 0,1,2,3, is a block matrix of the form 
A B c 
B A -c 1 -C C A-B-iC’ 
where A, B, C are block matrices of the form 
E F G 
F E G , 
G G E+F+G 1 
where E, F, and G are arbitrary n X n circulants. Also, 
X(G;Z)=2diag(l,c,c2,c3)F,*@ 
diagonalizes each element of M(G; 2). 
We remark that (G; Z, A)circulants can be “direct-multiplied” as well. 
See the next section. 
III. BLOCK (G; Z, A>CIRCULANTS 
NOTATION. 
(1) The Kronecker product of the C-vector spaces of matrices M, and 
M, is the space spanned by { C@DlC E M,, II E M,}; it will be denoted by 
M,@ M,. Clearly M,@ M, is a C-vector space, and it is a C-algebra if both M, 
and M, are &algebras. 
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(2) Let Z = {ai,a, ,..., ak} and A = {S,,Ss ,..., 8,) be two bases of the 
FDSSC algebra A. Recall that the (2, A)-constants of A are the k3 numbers 
aij, defined by ajai = 0~6~ = E~_iajjJ,. Assume that 1 = u,,,~ for some m,. 
We call m, the leading index of Z. The leading row of a k x k matrix is the 
m&h row. let B = ( Bi .) be a block k x k matrix with equal-size square blocks. 
We say that B is a block (A; Z, A)-matrix if Bij =C:_lBmot-aitj, for all i, j. 
This, in fact, says that the Bij’s satisfy the same “relations” as the entries of 
the M(A; 2, A) matrix M(b; Z, A) = (bij), because b = b-~,,,~= Z~=,b,,& 
implies that bea, = C~_k,b,O,(S,~ai) = c3=1(C:=Ib,,tuitj)sj, so that bij = 
C:,lbmOtu,,j (see Section II of [l] for more details). We note that if Z = A 
then nitj = atij for all t, i, j. If A = cf(G) for a finite group G, we replace A 
by G in the above notation, and a block (G; Z, A)-matrix will be called a 
block (G; Z, A)-circulant. 
(3) Let G = H X K be a direct product of the finite groups H and K. 
For each TJ E cf(H) and $I E cf(K) define 11 x $I E cf(G) by (T) x +)(x, y) = 
q(x)+(y) for all x E H, y E K. It is well known that In(G) = {q X r$lq E 
Irr(H),+~b-r(K)}. Finally, if cP= {+i,+s,....+~} is a basis of cf(H) 
and *= {rcIi,\11s,..., #,} a basis of cf(K), we denote by Cp X + the set 
{ +i X #jll< i < r, 1 d j < s} where the $_+ x a) j’s are ordered lexicographi- 
tally. We will see that ip X \k is a basis of cf(G). 
PRonosr~10N 3.1. Let G = H X K be a direct product of the finite 
groups Hand K. Let 2, and A, be bases of cf(H), and Z, and As bases of 
cf(G). Set Z = 2, X Z, and A = A, X As. Then: 
(a) M(q x 8; Z, A) = M(n; Z,, A,)sM(& Z,, A,) for all q E cf(H) and 
19 E cf( K). 
(b) M(G; 2, A) = M(H; 21, A,)@M(K; z,, A.,& 
(c) X(G; Z) = X(G; Z,)@X(G; 2,). 
(d) Assume that 1, E 2,. Then a matrix is a (G; Z, A)-circulunt if and 
only if it is a block (H; Z,, A ,)-circtdant in which the blocks are all 
(K; Z,, A,)-circulants. 
Proof. Let /3 and y be orderings of Irr( H) and Irr( K) respectively, as 
fol.lows:,!?={~,,q, ,..., rI,},y=(8i,@s ,..., 8,}.SetZ,=(a,,a, ,..., a,}and 
z,= {~i>~s,...,~~}> and let P’ and Q” be the transition matrices from j3 to 
Z, and from y to Z,, respectively. Write P = (pii) and Q = (9ij). Then 
Uu X 6, = (CI_1P”ivi) X(E;=l9ujdj) = ~I=1Cs_1P,j9”j(si x ej)* This implies 
that (P@Q)’ is the transition matrix from a = /I X y to 2 = 2, X 2,. AS 
PO Q is nonsingular, Z is a basis of cf(G). Applying Corollary 1.2(a) and (b) 
to Theorem 2.1(a),(c) of [l] (note that a = /? X y in Theorem 2.1 of [I]), 
we get M(g X 6; Z) =(P@Q)M(q x 8; a)(P@Q)-‘= (P@JQ)[M(TJ;~I)@ 
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M(& Y)l(P 8 QY’ = [PW% P>W @ [QWh u>Q-'I = M(77; 2,) @ 
M(6; 2,). So, for all 9 E cf(H) and 8 E cf(K), 
Also, X(G; Z) = (P 8 Q)X(G; a) = (I’ @ Q)[X(H; j3) 0 X(X; y)] = 
[P*X(H;P)]B[Q.X(K; y)] = X(H; Z,)@X(K;Z,), which is (c). (See [2, pp. 
22-231 for the properties of o that were used). 
Let R’ and T’ be the transition matrices from A, to ZS1 and from 
Aa to Z, respectively. As above, (R@T)’ is the transition matrix from 
A = A,X A2 to Z=Z,XZ,. Applying Corollary 1.2(b) to (*), we ob- 
tain M(q X &Z, A)=M(q Xe;Z)(R~T)=[M(q;Z,)sM(B;B,)](RsT)= 
[M(I;X,)R]O[M(~;Z,)T] = M(q;Z,, Ar)@M(B;Z,, AZ), which is (a). 
Next, the mapping p + M(p; Z, A) is linear, and so M(G; &A) is a C-vector 
space spanned by matrices of the form M(q x 8; Z, A), q E cf(H), 8 E cf(G). 
This implies part (b). Finally, part (d) follows from part (b) and the next 
more general statement. n 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A, and A, be two FDSSC algebras, and Zi, Ai 
two bases of Ai, i = 1,2. Assume that l,Z,. Then a mat& belongs to 
M(A,; Z,, Ar)@M(A,; Z,, As) if and only if it is a block (A,; Z,, A,)-matrix 
in which all the blocks behmg to M(A,; Z,, A,). 
Proof. Set Z,= {qr,qa ,..., q,}, A,= {6,,6, ,..., S,}, and s=dim(A,). 
Now read the proof of Theorem 2.3 of [I] with the following changes: (1) 
Replace cf(H) by A,; cf(K) by A,; B by 2,; y by 2,; MB< 7,) by 
M(r,; zr,Ar); MY+“) by M(cP”; 22, A,); [ntqi,njl= [firIt> 1111 by the 
(Z,, A&constant ajtj; M@(q,) by M(6,; Z,, A,). (2) For a matrix D replace 
“D is a (H, p)-circulant [or D E M(H; /I)],” “D is a (K, y)-circulant [or 
D E M(K; y)],” “ D is a (G,a>circulant [or DE M(G, a)],” and “block 
(H, @-circulant” by “DE M(A,; Z,, A,),” “DE M(A,; X,, A,),” “DE 
M(A,; Z,, A,)@M(A,; Z,, A,),” and “block (A,, Z,, A&matrix,” respec- 
tively. n 
(1) Proposition 3.1 can be stated for a direct product of more than two 
groups, like Corollary 2.4 of [l]. 
(2) One can define block (A; 2, A)-matrices without assuming that 1 E X,, 
but this assumption simplifies the definition. 
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